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Abstract

With the growth of on-line handwriting technologies,
managing facilities for handwritten documents, such as re-
trieval of documents by topic, are required. These docu-
ments can contain graphics, equations or text for instance.
This work reports experiments on categorization of on-line
handwritten documents based on their textual contents. We
assume that handwritten text blocks have been extracted
from the documents, and as a first step of the proposed sys-
tem, we process them with an existing handwritten recog-
nition engine. We analyse the effect of the word recogni-
tion rate on the categorization performances, and we com-
pare them with those obtained with the same texts available
as ground truth. Two categorization algorithms (kNN and
SVM) are compared in this work. The handwritten texts are
a subset of the Reuters-21578 corpus collected from more
than 1500 writers. Results show that there is no significant
categorization performance loss when the word error rate
stands below 22%.

1. Introduction

On-line handwriting technology has gained a very large
widespread this last decade. New devices such as palmtop
computers, smart phones or more specifically digital pens
allow to produce handwritten documents in a very effective
way. Since the amount of handwritten data is increasing, the
development of reliable applications to retrieve and manage
such data becomes an actual need. Actually storing only
the raw sequence of points, corresponding to the writing
tool trajectory which is sampled during the writing process,
allows basically to display the document for a reading pur-
pose for instance. Of course higher level managing facilities

are required. One of the desired functionalities is to be able
to retrieve all the documents with respect to a given topic
or even finding all the documents of a given writer with
respect to the same topic. This means that we should be
able to solve the problem of document categorization from
an input format being on-line handwriting. A similar prob-
lem has to be solved for machine printed texts, but in that
case Optical Character Recognition (OCR) engines, which
are quite efficient as long as the quality of the original doc-
uments is not degraded, allow to convert the document im-
ages in electronic texts. So forth, text categorization tech-
niques, which have been widely developed [14] can be used
in a quite straightforward manner. However, when some
noise is present in the electronic transcribed version (e.g.
for handwritten documents) a careful work has to be done to
extract as precisely as possible the relevant terms which will
guide the categorization process. This is the goal of this pa-
per, to study various strategies enabling to produce from an
on-line handwritten document a complete or a partial tran-
scribed version of it, so that text categorization techniques
can be applied. To achieve this goal, we will use as a core
module, an on-line handwritten recognition engine, which
allows us to vary the linguistic resources attached to it.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss previous work dealing with the cat-
egorization of noisy texts. In Section 3, we present an
overview of our on-line handwritten document categoriza-
tion system. In Section 4, we describe the text categoriza-
tion process, methods for feature selection and evaluation
measures. Section 5 presents recognition with the handwrit-
ten recognition engine, while Section 6 describes digital and
handwritten corpora. Section 7 discusses experiments and
results; finally Section 8 draws conclusions and lines out
next steps.
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Figure 1. Overview of the on-line handwritten document categorization system

SVM The Support Vector Machines [?] algorithm is a

margin-based algorithm. When learning, the algorithm de-

fines a decision surface that separates positive and negative

training samples and maximizes margin.

Figure SVM

Figure 2. SVM Optimal Hyperplane

The experiments presented in this paper were performed

using the SVM !"#$ V6.0 package by Joachims (it can be

found at http://svmlight.joachims.org/). !"! #$%&'%()*+ ,-%.'/-.
The most commonly used effectiveness measures for text

categorization are recall ( ) and precision (!). These mea-

sures may be estimated from the contingency table for  on

a given set of documents (see Table 1).

Category Reality YES NO

Predictions
YES #$ %$
NO %& #&

Table 1. Contingency table for category #$ is the number of documents correctly classified (true

positives), #& the number of correctly rejected (true nega-

tives), %$ the number of incorrectly classified (false posi-

tives) and%& the number of incorrectly rejected (false neg-

atives).

Recall is the proportion of correctly classified documents

within all the documents of .  ! " #$#$ # %& (7)

Precision is the proportion of correctly classified docu-

ments within all the documents classified under .! ! " #$#$ # %$ (8)

F-measure is a measure of effectiveness which takes into

account the relative value of recall and precision.%% ! "  ' # $!  ! ! !' ! ! #   ! (9)

A value of ' greater than $ gives more weight to recall,

and those less than $ give more weight to precision. When

using a value of $ equal weight to recall and precision is

given, this is called the %!-measure.

For evaluating performance across categories, there are

two averaging methods : micro- and macro-averaging.

Micro-averaging gives equal weight to every document,

Figure 1. Overview of the on-line handwritten document categorization system

2. Previous Works

Few papers exist that deal with the categorization of
noisy texts, and of those, the majority concern the cate-
gorization in presence of OCR errors. In [6], categoriza-
tion is performed over low quality images of English tech-
nical reports. Their results suggested that by employing
texts affected by the same source of noise in training and
test phases, acceptable levels of precision and recall can
be achieved. N-gram based categorization of German busi-
ness letters and technical reports’ abstracts is presented in
[9]. This work focuses on the automatic construction of
an appropriate feature set, and presents encouraging re-
sults. More recent works use the well-known Reuters-
21578 benchmark collection [11] and study the impact of
feature transformation in classification rates when OCR er-
rors are present.

To our knowledge only two works [16, 10] address the
problem of categorization of handwritten documents. Both
of them dispose of off-line documents and an off-line recog-
nition system. While in [16] a subset of 200 documents
from the Reuters-21578 corpus was manually written, in
[10] a corpus of French business letters is used.

Recently in [7], information retrieval by means of word
spotting is applied to digital ink but to our knowledge there
are no works that deal with the categorization of this kind
of documents.

3. An On-line Handwritten Document
Categorization System

The overall goal of this work is to design an on-line
handwritten document categorization system that takes into
account the features extracted from the structural compo-
nents and some additional external features of handwritten
documents (see Figure 1 for an overview of the system).

The components of a document could be classified as
equations, graphics, tables, texts ... whereas the writer iden-
tity could be considered as an external feature. The system
will perform four main operations: layout analysis, feature
analysis, writer identification and categorization. The struc-
tural components of the on-line documents are extracted
during the layout analysis operation. The main goal of the
feature analysis operation is to analyse the data blocks ex-
tracted and to supply descriptors for subsequent categoriza-
tion. Structure specific engines will perform analysis ac-
cording to the type of data. The text processing engine will
be used for text, the graphics analyzer will try to detect,
forms, connectors, etc., an equation processor might try to
identify operators and operands. As for external features,
namely, writer identity, a writer identification engine is used
[3].

The following talk will focus on text processing and uti-
lization of textual features. Recognition is performed over
handwritten texts so that text processing can be applied to
the transcription. Next, the resulting vector of textual fea-
tures can be used by the categorization engine.



3.1. Categorization Engine

The experiments reported in this paper are performed
with a categorization engine based on machine learning ap-
proaches. Our goal is to perform automated text catego-
rization (TC) on handwritten documents. The main differ-
ence with the categorization of digital texts is that noise, i.e.
recognition errors, can be present. How this noise can af-
fect the categorization process is one of the questions we
address in this paper.

Handwritten documents may contain structural informa-
tion that can be exploited as categorization hints, for exam-
ple, an equation (even if we are not able to interpret it), may
be a feature appearing in mathematical rather than psycho-
logical papers. This question is though beyond the scope of
this paper, focus is set on the extraction and use of textual
features.

3.2. Text Processing

Raw texts are not a suitable representation for learning
algorithms and the categorization task. For this reason, the
first step in text categorization is to transform documents.
The text transformation consists of four operations: tok-
enization, stopword deletion, word stemming, and term
weighting.

Tokenization: Tokenization is the process of demar-
cating sections (tokens) of an input text. A text could
be broken up into paragraphs, sentences or words. Our
tokenization is done at the word level. Before tokenizing,
we choose to replace all punctuation marks by spaces and
to map numbers onto a single token. A word is a succession
of non-white space characters. The resulting tokens are
then passed on to the subsequent processing modules.

Stopword Deletion: Stopword deletion removes prede-
fined words, which carry no information, from the token
set. A list of 389 stopwords composed of general stopwords
that are independent of the domains such as prepositions,
conjunctions, etc. has been defined.

Word Stemming: Morphological variants of words are
considered to have similar conceptual meaning and can be
seen as equivalent for the purpose of text categorization.
Word stemming attempts to reduce the extracted words to
their stems. After stemming, the words preserved, preserv-
ing, and preservation are regarded as the stemmed word
preserv. A stemmed non-stopword is called a term.

Stemming not only means that several words have a
single representative form, it also reduces the number of
distinct terms needed for representing a set of documents.
For this task, we adopt the Porter stemmer [13].

Term Weighting: Documents are represented as vectors
of terms. In order to evaluate importance of specific terms
in the lexical context and to reduce word-frequency effects,
we use a statistical measure such as tf×idf [15]. Vector
weights are computed by normalizing the tf×idf score of
each term.

wi =
fi × log N

ni√∑M
j=1

[
fj × log N

nj

] (3.1)

Where fi is the frequency of term i in a document, N
the number of documents in the collection, M the number
of terms in the collection and ni the frequency of i within
the whole collection of documents.

4. Text Categorization

This section will examine the categorization approaches
(see 4.2) adopted for our TC engine. Subsection 4.1 will
present the term selection method adopted; finally in 4.3,
measures of categorization effectiveness are considered.

4.1. Term Selection

Term selection is a critical problem in machine learn-
ing TC because of large feature sets that make catego-
rization untractable for some approaches and because non-
informative terms that can mislead learning algorithms.

Therefore, term selection goal is to remove non-
informative words from documents in order to improve cat-
egorization effectiveness while reducing feature set size. In
order to choose which terms are relevant to our categoriza-
tion task we use the χ2-statistic [18]. Since the χ2-statistic
is known not to be reliable for low-frequency terms, all
terms that appear less than 20 times in the whole collection
are discarded.

For each term-category pair (t, ci) the χ2-statistic is
computed. The category specific scores are combined into
two scores with the following formulae.

χ2
avg(t) =

C∑
i=1

Pr(ci)χ2(t, ci) (4.1)

χ2
max(t) =

C
max
i=1

[
χ2(t, ci)

]
(4.2)

Where Pr(ci) is the prior probability of the category ci
and C the number of categories.

Conventional learning methods achieve highest perfor-
mance using 1000 features on the Reuters-21578 corpus [8].
Hence, the 1000 best scoring terms are chosen, for each for-
mulae, as the vector space for categorization. Another set of



features, chosen using Forman’s round robin algorithm [5]
over category specific scores, is used in our experiments.

Consequently, each document will be described by a vec-
tor d = [wi]i=1,1000.

4.2. Learning Methods

Two top-performing learning methods for text cate-
gorization are used in our experiments: the k-Nearest
Neighbour algorithm and Support Vector Machines.

kNN The k-nearest neighbour algorithm is a lazy learn-
ing approach. In order to classify the vector of a document
d, the algorithm ranks the training document vectors ac-
cording to their distance to d [1]. A category candidate c is
weighted using the similarity scores of the k-nearest neigh-
bours.

p(c, d) =
∑k
i=1 sim(d, xi)I(xi, c)∑k

i=1 sim(d, xi)
(4.3)

Where

I(xi, c) =

{
1 if category(xi) = c

0 otherwise
(4.4)

And the similarity function sim(d, xi) is the cosine of
the angle between the two vectors.

sim(d, xi) =
d · xi
‖d‖ ‖xi‖

(4.5)

By thresholding on p(c, d), category assignments are
obtained.

SVM The Support Vector Machines are a learning
method showing high performances in TC [8]. SVM are
linear classifiers that define a decision surface that separates
positive and negative training samples. This surface mini-
mizes the empirical classification error and maximizes the
geometric margin between samples.

The experiments presented in this paper were performed
using the SVMlight V6.0 package by Joachims 1.

4.3. Evaluation Measures

The most commonly used effectiveness measures for text
categorization are recall (ρ) and precision (π). These mea-
sures may be estimated from the contingency table for c on
a given set of documents (see Table 1).
TP is the number of documents correctly classified un-

der c (true positives), TN the number of correctly rejected

1This package can be found at http://svmlight.joachims.org

Table 1. Contingency table for category c
Category Reality

c YES NO

Predictions YES TP FP

NO FN TN

from c (true negatives), FP the number of incorrectly clas-
sified (false positives) and FN the number of incorrectly
rejected (false negatives).

Recall is the proportion of correctly classified documents
within all the documents of c.

ρ(c) =
TP

TP + FN
(4.6)

Precision is the proportion of correctly classified docu-
ments within all the documents classified under c.

π(c) =
TP

TP + FP
(4.7)

F-measure is a measure of effectiveness which takes into
account the relative value of recall and precision.

Fβ(c) =
(β2 + 1)ρ(c)× π(c)
β2π(c) + ρ(c)

(4.8)

A value of β greater than 1 gives more weight to recall,
and those less than 1 give more weight to precision. When
using a value of 1 an equal weight is given to both recall
and precision, this is called the F1-measure.

For evaluating performance across categories, there are
two averaging methods: micro- and macro-averaging.
Micro-averaging gives equal weight to every document,
thus micro-averaged scores are heavily affected by the per-
formances on frequent categories. In macro-averaging,
scores for each category are computed separately before be-
ing averaged.

5. Handwriting Recognition

The recognition, that enables to produce text from an on-
line handwritten document, is performed using the recogni-
tion engine of MyScript Builder 2. The recognition mod-
ule allows the use of linguistic knowledge, two different re-
sources are used:

2MyScript Builder SDK can be found at http://www.visionobjects.com/
products/software-development-kits/myscript-builder



lk-text is composed of a standard lexicon of English words
and a statistical language model. This model allows
the recognition of a word according to words around it,
for example, ‘this is’ will have priority over ‘this in’.
lk-text has also the capability to recognize a variety
of specific out of lexicon language elements such as
dates, numbers, postcodes, etc.

lk-free has an extended out of lexicon recognition capa-
bility that helps the recognition of an uppercase letter
when combined with other uppercase letters, a lower-
case letter with other lowercase characters and a digit
with other digits. When the recognizer is unable to
differentiate between an ‘I’ and a ‘1’, if the other char-
acters in the word are recognized as uppercase letters
then ‘I’ will have priority over ’1’.

5.1. Noise and Effectiveness Measures

As stated in [16], the Word Error Rate (WER), i.e. the
proportion of words incorrectly recognized from the origi-
nal text, is not a good estimation of noise in the categoriza-
tion context because it takes into account errors that have
no influence on the document representation. Noise is thus
overestimated with this measure.

For example, the recognition of inflected forms of a word
into another form of the same word (e.g. dollar as dol-
lars) will not affect the categorization because stemming
will correct this. The same goes for recognition of stop-
words as other stopwords (e.g. is as in) since either way
they will be removed.

The Term Error Rate (TER) is a better estimation of the
noise in the categorization context. TER is the percentage
of incorrectly extracted terms with respect to the original
text. In this paper we report the noise level of recognized
documents in terms of WER and TER for our handwritten
corpus (see section below).

6. Electronic and Handwritten Corpora

To be able to compare and validate our categorization
system, we need to use a standardized benchmark collec-
tion. The Reuters-21578 collection of newswires is one of
the most popular corpus used in TC research, for this corpus
the partition in train and test sets following the ModApté
split [2] has been widely adopted. This collection is also
fairly challenging for TC systems based on machine learn-
ing because very few training examples exists for several
categories [4].

All of the corpora used in our experiments are subsets of
the Reuters-21578 corpus following the ModApté split.

6.1. Electronic Corpus

The first subset, R(90) [4], is a subset where at least one
training example and one positive test example exists. This
allows us to validate our categorization engine by compar-
ing our results with those of other authors working with the
same subset [17, 8].

A smaller set, T(10), was selected from ten predefined
categories of the R(90) subset as follows: documents with
more than 120 words were discarded then 2000 documents
were randomly chosen from the train set and 500 from the
test set.

6.2. Handwritten Corpus

T(10) newswires were used to collect handwritten data.
Since manual rewriting of large texts with an uncomfortable
digital pen is a tedious task, T(10) newswires were chosen
to have less than 120 words.

The data used in this paper was collected using a digital
pen and Anoto paper. The database was collected over a
period of four months from more than 1500 writers. Figure
2 shows a sample extracted from of our on-line data set.

Figure 2. Handwritten document

Even though more than 2000 handwritten newswires
were collected, only 404 from the test set were available
at the time this article was submitted. We refer to this sub-
set as HWR’(10) and its corresponding digital version as
T’(10). In our experiments, both of these sets use the train-
ing documents of T(10).

Table 2 summarizes different sets and their handwritten
counterparts. The categorization experiments reported in
this paper are based on these sets. For each set, the number
of train and test documents is given.

Table 2. Experimental Reuters-21578 subsets

Electronic texts Handwritten texts
Name Train Test Name Test
R(90) 7063 2742 - -
T(10) 2000 500 - -
T’(10) 2000 404 HWR’(10) 404
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(a) Recognition with lk-free

TCBY Enterprises INC RBY I ST QTR FEB 28 NET
8ha eight its us fire its
Net I, 370, 898 us 823, 988
Sales 7, 786, 730 us 4, 383, 825
Aug this 17, 764, 333 us 47,077, 236
NOTE i Per-share amounts adjusted for Three-for-
two shock splits in April and July, 1986
Reuter

(b) Recognition with lk-text

Figure 3. Recognition examples

Figure 4 shows the number of test documents per cate-
gory for T(10) and T’(10).
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Figure 4. Number of documents per category

7. Experiments

In this section, description of the experiments conducted
is made. In Subsection 7.1, experiments in recognition with
different kinds of linguistic knowledge are reported. Sub-
sections 7.2 and 7.3 present experiments and results on cat-
egorization of original digital texts and handwritten docu-
ments respectively.

7.1. Recognition

The recognition engine is used to perform transcription
of the handwritten documents (HWR’(10) ). For each hand-
written document the ground truth is only available at the
global text level. Hence, to compute WER and TER, we
use an alignment algorithm with a string to string edit dis-
tance. Table 3 shows the performances of the recognition
engine according to the linguistic knowledge used (see Fig-
ure 3 for recognition examples of the handwritten document
shown in Figure 2).

Unsurprisingly lk-text clearly outperforms lk-free. With
lk-free, TER is greater than WER. This difference is due

Table 3. Noise levels for HWR’(10)
Resource WER TER

lk-free 52.79% 55.76%
lk-text 22.11% 21.92%

to better recognition of stopwords, which are mostly short
words, in this configuration. Therefore, a substantial loss
of information after stopword deletion and stemming is
observed. Conversely, lk-text recognizes better terms and
words because it works on a word basis, i.e. it attempts to
find the sequence of words that maximizes the likelihood of
the on-line data. Moreover, lk-text WER and TER are very
low considering that this resource contains no prior linguis-
tic knowledge specific to this kind of documents, which yet
feature a lot of acronyms, out of lexicon terms.

7.2. Original Electronic Texts

The first experiment we conducted was on the R(90) data
set. This allows us to benchmark the system with currently
available results [17, 8], which specify the micro-averaged
F1 value. Table 4 shows that our results are comparable, if
not better than these reference systems. The next step is to
apply this system on the texts coming from the output of the
handwriting recognition tool.

Table 4. Micro-averaged F1 for R(90)
Yang [17] Joachims [8] This paper

kNNk=30 .857 .826 .840
SVM .859 .875 .889

7.3. Handwritten Documents

A comparison between T’(10), the dataset with the orig-
inal electronic texts, and HWR’(10), the corresponding
handwrittend documents as recognized with the recognition
engin, are presented in Table 5 and 6.



Table 5. Categorization performances for T’(10) and HWR’(10) with lk-text
(a) Precision (π)

Category kNNk=30,terms:300 SVMterms:1000

T’(10) HWR’(10) T’(10) HWR’(10)

earn 1,000 0,981 1,000 1,000
acq 0,932 0,883 0,933 0,886
grain 0,893 0,893 1,000 0,981
money-fx 0,745 0,731 0,846 0,843
crude 0,923 0,878 0,881 0,829
interest 0,875 0,792 0,917 0,917
trade 0,714 0,722 0,950 0,895
ship 0,900 0,909 0,769 0,476
sugar 0,750 0,818 1,000 1,000
coffee 0,909 0,909 0,909 0,909
macro-avg 0,864 0,852 0,921 0,874

(b) Recall (ρ)

Category kNNk=30,terms:300 SVMterms:1000

T’(10) HWR’(10) T’(10) HWR’(10)

earn 0,981 0,935 0,991 0,907
acq 0,958 0,944 0,972 0,972
grain 0,980 0,980 0,980 1,000
money-fx 0,776 0,776 0,898 0,878
crude 0,900 0,900 0,925 0,850
interest 0,700 0,633 0,733 0,733
trade 0,714 0,619 0,905 0,810
ship 0,692 0,769 0,769 0,769
sugar 0,900 0,900 1,000 0,800
coffee 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
macro-avg 0,860 0,846 0,917 0,872

Since training set size is reduced with respect to R(90),
the parameters of the classifiers have been adaptated. The
kNN algorithm is used with 15 neighbours and 300 terms,
while a new set of 1000 terms for the SVM classifier is used.

The precision and recall of T’(10) and HWR’(10) with lk-
text are displayed for each category in Table 5, while Table 6
presents the comparison between the more global indicator
introduced in Section 4.3, the F1 measure.

Table 6. Macro-averaged F1 comparison
kNN SVM

T’(10) HWR’(10) lk−free HWR’(10) lk−text T’(10) HWR’(10) lk−free HWR’(10) lk−text

F1 .859 .785 .846 .918 .814 .866
TER 0.0% 55.76% 21.92% 0.0% 55.76% 21.92%

1

When using lk-free resource, we can notice an important
decrease in the categorization performances, while this de-
crease is much smaller with lk-text when compared to the
results obtained with the original texts. In order to assess
the significance of this performance loss we have conducted
a Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Table 7. Statistical significance tests results
Set A Set B kNN SVM

T’(10) HWR’(10) lk−free < <

T’(10) HWR’(10) lk−text ∼ <

Table 7 shows results of the significant tests with respect
to the categorization method: ∼means no significant loss is
observed (p > 0.0500) and < means that there is a signifi-
cant loss.

Regardless of the categorization method, F1 loss for lk-
free transcriptions is very high; this suggests that TC of
handwritten documents can’t be achieved without substan-
tial performance decrease.

As seen in Table 5 and 6, SVM are affected by recog-
nition errors more than kNN. The performance loss with
kNN, and the lk-text resource (TER=21.92%) is statistically
insignificant (p = 0.400), whereas with SVM, this loss is
significant (p = 0.017). However performance decrease for
SVM should be interpreted with caution. Detailed inspec-
tion of performances shows that only two categories suffer
from heavy losses. Precision loss for ship and recall loss for
sugar are particularly high. Precision seems to be affected
in a higher degree by noise than recall. A Wilcoxon test
for paired recall values of all categories but sugar shows no
significant loss (p = 0.105).

Another fact to be considered it that loss for SVM is due
to miscategorization of 16 documents. Half of them are in-
correctly categorized under ship. Merely two documents
cause a 20% recall loss for sugar. Documents of poor qual-
ity are, to a certain extent, responsible for the global perfor-
mance diminution. Some of these documents are unread-
able even for a human being (see Figure 5). However, this
is a situation that real applications have to deal with.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

On-line handwritten documents can be transcribed
through a recognition process that produces noise in the
resulting text. How much this noise can affect the perfor-
mances of a text categorization system is what this work
shows. Two text categorization algorithms have been val-
idated with a benchmark test collection. Also, their effec-



Figure 5. Low quality sample

tiveness has been measured over a clean data set and two
recognized versions of the same data set. Different levels
of noise are obtained by varying the linguistic knowledge
attached to the recognition engine.

A great effort has been made to collect the handwritten
data set. We dispose by now of a Reuters-21578 subset that
can be used in further experiments. Categorization results
on the handwritten set show that categorization with no sig-
nificant performance loss, in terms of recall and precision,
can be achieved for TER levels below 22% using a kNN cat-
egorizer. SVM have a higher sensitivity, even if good recall
rates can be achieved, precision highly suffers from noise.

It is worth pointing that the training documents were not
noisy and that seems to be the key to the encouraging scores
obtained on handwritten test sets. Train models over clean
texts, whenever it is possible, may be an advantage if one
wants to manage several on-line handwritten databases with
the same categorization model. On the other hand, clean
texts are not available for all the applications one can imag-
ine, e.g. handwritten notes management. Whether effective
categorization can be done with noisy training documents is
one of the questions we intend to address next.

The text categorization engine described in this paper is
just a small part of a bigger system whose goal is to perform
categorization of on-line documents by using also features
that are not present in purely textual documents, such as
writer identity, document layout, graphics and other helpful
hints that may allow to fill the performance gap between
clean and recognized texts.
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